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Win Announcement: Rocket Technology Engineering
Services (RTES) Contract
Sierra Lobo is excited to announce that the Air Force has
selected us as the Prime Contractor on the Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES) Contract, located at the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Rocket Lab at Edwards
AFB, CA. This contract is a follow-on to our current ARES III
contract that we have held since 2012. RTES is a cost plus
fixed fee Task Order awarded under One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services – Small Business (OASIS SB) Pool
5b, with a five year total period of performance from the
phase-in start date of December 1, 2017.
The objective of the contract is to provide on-site, nondecision making Advisory and Assistance Services (A&AS)
with the capability to provide support and advocacy for
rocket propulsion technology research and development.
The scope of A&AS includes Modeling Simulation and Analysis; System and Component Conceptual Design; System and
Component Experimentation and Test; Program and Acquisition Support; and Technology Advocacy. As the Prime contractor, we will manage all technical and administrative requirements of this contract.

(Photo Credit: Edwards AFB )

(Photo
(Photo Credit: USAF, Ron Fair)

Above: AFRL Test Facilities at Edward AFB, CA

Congratulations to our business development team and
ARES III team that developed a winning proposal.
ARES III Contract Recap:
On our Advanced Research and Engineering Services (ARES)
III Contract, Sierra Lobo provided research and engineering
services to support the Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Rocket Propulsion Division (AFRL/
RQR) at the “Rocket Lab” located on 65-square miles in the
remote northeast corner of Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), in
California’s Mojave Desert.
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Volunteers of America (VOA) Christmas Cheer
Program 2017
Christmas time is a very happy holiday for most people. But, if you
are a family that is struggling just to put food on the table, it can be
a difficult time. Sandy Kordupel (Corporate Administrative Assistant)
works with Kim Whaley, sponsor for the Volunteers of America Program (VOA), on behalf of Sierra Lobo and its employees. The TDEC
Facility supported two families, with one child each, and two Senior
Citizens this year. Clothes and toys were donated to the children so
that they would have a wonderful Christmas. The two families were
also given groceries to make sure that they had a marvelous Christmas dinner to enjoy on Christmas day. The Senior Citizens were
also given groceries, as well as gifts that they had put on their “Wish
List” for Christmas, which included towels, blankets, sheets, warm
clothes, and coats. The TDEC employees were a great help in wrapping all the presents!
The Fremont Office employees donated supplies that the Liberty
Center of Sandusky County desperately needed. The Liberty Center’s goal is to provide short-term care for the homeless and displaced in Fremont. Item’s they desperately needed this year were
laundry detergent, bedroom pillows, and bathing supplies.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Sierra Lobo employees give generously to the VOA
Christmas Cheer program

Once again, Sierra Lobo’s employees have outdone themselves with
their generosity in donating to the families and Senior Citizens in need in our respective areas. The SLI employees most certainly show what the true meaning of the holiday spirit is by giving to the less fortunate in our communities.

Sierra Lobo Sponsors Cancer Tees Me Off Golf
Scramble
Sierra Lobo was the Gold Sponsor of the Cancer Tees Me Off golf Scramble held on July 15, 2017, at Sawmill Creek Golf Course,
Huron, Ohio.
Cancer Tees Me Off is a non-profit organization located in Sandusky, Ohio, and run by unpaid volunteers designed to assist
local cancer patients with their everyday financial burdens.

Above L-R: Nate Harding (SLI), Tyler Spotts (SLI), Toby Callihan
(Cancer Survivor), and Marty Offineer (SLI)
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A Note from Our President, Daniel R. Lowe
Each of you should be very proud of your accomplishments and the excellent service you
have provided to our customers. We, at Sierra Lobo, have the honor of working on
important projects that have a positive impact on our nation’s aerospace program,
national defense, and advancement of technology that betters humankind. You are all an
integral part of the foundation for this positive impact.
This coming year will bring new challenges and opportunities to all of us. How we
embrace each situation will determines its outcome. We can be assured of success in all
situations if we adhere to our principles of: Integrity; Safety; Excellence; and Service.
Take time this holiday to spend time with family and friends. Be thankful for what you
have, many are not as fortunate. On behalf of myself, the other owners, and senior
management of Sierra Lobo, we would like to wish you and your family a happy holiday
and new year.
Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe

Daniel R. Lowe
President

President

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful
resources through one of the following channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to
quickly and efficiently disperse company and industry news to our employees,
customers, teammates, and all those with interest in the industry. It’s also a great
way to keep up with the latest work on our projects and contracts. By following
our company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on Facebook, or following our tweets
on Twitter, you can be sure that you will hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look at our
social media posts and visit our website at www.sierralobo.com to join the
conversation.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Goddard Space Flight Center Commercialization
All test facilities are located under one roof at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

Space Simulation Testing







Perform thermal vacuum, thermal balance, and bake-out
tests in chambers that range from 3' diameter x 4' length
to 27' diameter x 40' height
Simulate on-orbit space environments down to vacuum
pressures of <1 x 10-5 Torr and temperatures in the GN2
(-140C to +150C or -220F to +302F) and LN2
(-190C or -310F) range
Achieve required thermal control zones using thermal
conditioning units, cryo-panels, cold plates, and heater
control racks
Monitor contamination and the outgassing rates with
chamber cold-finger and Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (TQCM)
















Fabricate, assemble, and build flight hardware and GSE
Manage and perform spacecraft handling operations
Provide cleanrooms, including the world's largest Class
10K cleanroom, for integration activities
Flight hardware precision assembly
Ground support equipment assembly
Scaffolding assembly, use, and inspection
Pyrotechnics handling and installation
CNC and manual machining
Fork lift and crane operations
Mobile aerial platform operations
Orbital and traditional welding certifications
Provide structural analysis, mechanical design, and
assembly

Two independent test facilities provide a minimum of
20dB absorption and 6dB absorption of normally incident electromagnetic waves, above 20 MHz
Contains internally-generated, radiated electromagnetic waves with a combination of energy-absorbing panels and wall-mounted ferrite tiles for optimized anechoic performance
Conduct magnetic dipole moment testing and spacecraft magnetometer calibration in a 9.5-ft diameter
Helmholtz coil facility

Structural Dynamics Testing


Mechanical Integration Services




Electromagnetic Interference Testing







Acoustic test facility is comprised of a 39' x 27' x 42'
reverberation chamber, acoustic horns, 8 microphones,
noise generators, control console, and data handling
system
Mass properties measurement facility measures hardware weight, Center of Gravity (CG), Moment of Inertia
(MOI), and Product of Inertia (POI)
Modal survey test facility measures dynamic response
characteristics of aerospace structures
Static load equipment used for testing strength qualifications
Vibration test equipment utilizes electro-dynamic exciters to apply the force and amplification
High capacity centrifuge used for strength testing has
a nominal test radius of 60’; and maximum acceleration
forces of 30g

For a complete list of facility specifications and capabilities, please visit:

www.SpaceTestFacilities.com

Rick Palmisano
Commercial Business Manager
Sierra Lobo, Inc.
(301) 286-5754
rick.palmisano@nasa.gov

Space Environment Simulator (SES)

Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF)

High Capacity Centrifuge (HCC)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo Wins 2017 NASA Office of Small
Business Programs Industry Award (SBIA) from
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Sierra Lobo Inc. (SLI) was honored to receive the 2017 NASA
Office of Small Business Programs Small Business Industry
Award (SBIA) in the category of “Large Business Prime Contractor of the Year” from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC).
Our ETIS II team provided exceptional technical performance
in support of numerous flight projects. Specifically, as an
integral part of the James Webb Space telescope (JWST)
Test Campaign Team, SLI received accolades from Dr. John
Mather (NASA's only Nobel Laureate), JWST's Senior Project
Scientist. He remarked on our "...incredible dedication and
personal sacrifice...” for the "...most complex cryo-vacuum
campaigns that Goddard ever conducted."
SLI received the Robert H. Goddard Exceptional Achievement Award for outstanding support of the JWST/Integrated
Science Instrument Module thermal vacuum test. Additionally, SLI used lessons-learned, checklists, and Job Hazard
Analysis (JHA) to ensure all work was performed thoroughly,
safely, per requirements, and completely.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Front entrance sign to NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

SLI is both thrilled and humbled to be recognized with this prestigious award. Thank you GSFC and OSBP!

NASA GSFC 18th Annual Goddard Fall 2017 Reception
Sierra Lobo attended the NASA GSFC 18th Annual
Goddard Fall 2017 Reception, on Wednesday, October 4, 2017. The event was held at the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum in Washington D.C.
Immediately following the program, there was a special viewing of “A beautiful Planet” by director Toni
Myers shown in the Lockheed Martin IMAX® Theater. The film “featured stunning footage of our magnificent blue planet and the effect humanity has had
on it over time,” as captured by the astronauts
aboard the International Space Station.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Pictured L-R: Dan Lowe (SLI), Carolyn Hammett (SLI), Jessica Motto (Spouse), Dan
Motto (SLI), Luis Mendez (SLI), Tina Hovaker (Spouse), Nick Hovaker (SLI), Laurie Schlank
(Spouse), Jack Schlank (SLI), Bill Gallagher (SLI), and Vicki Gallagher (Spouse)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo Sponsors NASA Glenn’s Evening with
the Stars
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) was a proud Supergiant Level
sponsor of this year’s NASA’s Evening with the Stars
event that was held on Tuesday, September 12, 2017 at
the Louis Stokes Wing of the Cleveland Public Library.
The program celebrated a “Shaping the World of Tomorrow” theme, which featured presentations by Glenn
researchers and a networking reception with more than
300 guests attending.
The featured NASA speakers included: Mary Lobo, chief
of Glenn’s Test Facility Management Branch, who spoke
about “Bringing the Atmosphere and Space Down to
Earth” using Glenn’s unique testing facility capabilities;
Dr. Aaron Weaver, Glenn’s contracting officer’s representative for NASA’s Space Launch System Program
Universal Stage Adapter, who shared Glenn’s portfolio
of testing and other activities for the Orion spacecraft
and Space Launch System rocket, to usher in a new era
of exploration; and Dr. Janette Briones, computer engineer and technical lead for NASA Glenn’s Cognitive
Communications Project for artificial intelligence and
machine learning algorithm development, who addressed “Next-Gen Communications.”
(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Pictured L-R: Vic Canacci (TFOME II PM at Jacobs), and
Marlisa Young (SLI)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo Attends the 29th Annual
Dr. Wernher von Braun Memorial Dinner
SLI attended and were proud sponsors of this year’s annual Dr.
Wernher von Braun Memorial Dinner, which was held on Thursday, October 26, 2017, at the U.S Space & Rocket Center, Davidson Center in Huntsville, AL.
The keynote speaker of the night was General John E. Hyten,
Commander of the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM),
who leads one of nine Unified Commands under the Department
of Defense. USSTRATCOM is responsible for the global command and control of U.S. strategic forces to meet decisive national security objectives, providing a broad range of strategic
capabilities and options for the President and Secretary of Defense.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Pictured Back L-R: Kenneth Merwin (SLI Consultant), Dan Lowe
(SLI), Carolyn Hammett (SLI), and Charles Scales (SLI),
Pictured Front L-R: Karen Lowe (SLI), BJ Brigadier (Spouse), and Bill
Brigadier (SLI Consultant)
(Photo Credit: www.spaceclubhsv.com)

Dr. Wernher von Braun Memorial Dinner: In a Nutshell
Held in late October of each year, this dinner honors selected individuals and groups
through the von Braun Space Flight Trophy, the Astronautics Engineering Award, the
Distinguished Science Award, the Communications Award, the Community Service Award,
the Aerospace Educator Award, the Dr. Wernher von Braun Memorial Scholarship, and
the National Space Club scholarships.

For more information: https://www.spaceclubhsv.org/

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI Sponsors SFTE Annual Symposium
Sierra Lobo‘s Joe Wiley and Rich Christiansen attended the Annual Symposium of
the Society of Flight Test Engineers (SFTE) hosted by their Emerald Coast Chapter
in Destin, Florida, this past fall.
The symposium held October 30 to November 2, brought together national and
international experts in flight-test engineering to present and discuss state-ofthe-art in-flight test techniques and technologies. Military, industry and academic members of SFTE were also present to hear USAF senior leadership discuss the
criticality of flight test capability to the current and future of air power. Towards
the end of the symposium, it was
announced that Dr. Vanessa Bond
(a consultant to SLI) is this year’s
recipient of the Kelly Johnson
Award for excellence and outstanding achievement in flight test
engineering.
SLI sponsorship comes as part of
our business development initiative to broaden and strengthen
our core experiences with test and
research in ground facilities into
the flight regime.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: SLI sponsored a luncheon at this
year’s SFTE symposium
Left: Joe Wiley (SLI) represents SLI at
the Annual Symposium of the Society of
Flight Test Engineers

(Photo Credit: SLI)

SLI Celebrates NASA Langley Research Center’s
100th Anniversary
With the theme “A Storied Legacy, A Soaring Future,”
NASA Langley Research Center celebrated its 100th Anniversary in 2017. Sierra Lobo, a corporate sponsor of the
yearlong festivities, sponsored several of the events, including an Employee Appreciation Picnic in June; the
Centennial Gala and Birthday Celebration, both in July;
and an Open House and 10K Run in October.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Sierra Lobo was well represented at NASA Langley’s 100th Anniversary Gala

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo was out in force to celebrate the 100th anniversary at the formal Centennial Gala held at the Hampton Convention Center. Members from our corporate
headquarters, Huntsville, Hampton, and Greenbelt offices, and from our CMOE contract at LaRC, joined the approximately 1,400 other guests who came from across
the country to take part in this big event. All enjoyed a
wonderful evening that included dinner, music, movies,
and speakers including journalist Miles O’Brien and
Langley Center Director David Bowles who regaled us
with interesting stories from LaRC’s past and predications
of successes to come.
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Sierra Lobo’s TDEC Focus on Technology:
CryoCube is a free-flying spacecraft based on the 3U CubeSat form factor with a modular design to
accommodate different payloads that require low temperature, long-duration, free flight.

Sierra Lobo is providing a CryoCube to
NASA Kennedy Space Center
for a CubeSat Launch Initiative mission.

Features







Can carry payloads that are incompatible with
experiments on the International Space Station, e.g.,
liquid oxygen or liquid hydrogen
Attitude control/sunshield combination provides
temperatures in experiment unit below 100K, or below
30K with addition of active cooling
Supports long duration (multiple month) experiments
Can capture images of low-temperature payloads
Thermal management approach is applicable to largescale spacecraft
Can serve as bus for other payloads
(1.5U payload volume available)
(Photo
Credit:
SLI/

Potential Payloads






Cryogenic fluid management
Infrared thermal imaging
Pharmaceutical and biotechnology
Superconductivity
Boiling and condensation physics

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Contact:
Dr. Philip T. Putman
Manager, Research & Technology
Phone: (419) 499-9653, Ext. 164
Fax: (419) 499-7700
Email: pputman@sierralobo.com
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Technology Development and Engineering Center
(TDEC) Family Fall Picnic
The Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) held their annual family Fall picnic on October 19. Martin
Offineer planned the event, which included a catered full course meal and a spread of award winning Mama Jo’s pies. Warm
brisket, barbecue ribs, and a variety of fall beverages aligned perfectly with seasonal décor and Ohio’s lowering fall
temperatures. Children were invited to paint pumpkins and enjoy some tasty pre-Halloween candy. Party-goers could be seen
in deep concentration as they filled in customized Sierra Lobo Fall Luncheon Mad Libs, often erupting in laughter at the silly
stories they would create. They had a great turnout and are already looking forward to next year’s fall celebration.

(Photo Credit: SLI)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Sierra Lobo employees and their families enjoying the SLI Fall Family Picnic
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SLI-sponsored Robotics Team Wins in Off-Season
Competition
FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) Team 2252
“Mavericks” of the EHOVE Career Center in Milan, OH,
recently won the 2017 Mahoning Valley Robotics Competition (MVRC). The fourth-annual event was held
this year at Warren G. Harding High School in Warren,
OH, and attracted teams from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Illinois.
FRC 2252 successfully defended their 2016 MVRC win
with alliance captain FRC 2399 “The Fighting Unicorns”
of Hathaway Brown school for girls in Shaker Heights,
OH, and FRC 6291 “FBI – Fostering Better Innovation”
of Erie, PA. At the end of morning qualification matches the Mavericks found themselves in last place, but
were able to “dust off the cobwebs” and make a competitive showing in the afternoon. The official 2017
season ended for the Mavericks in April at the FRC
World Championship in St. Louis, following a recordsetting year. Numerous unofficial off-season events
such as MVRC are held across the world, each year, in
order to give teams an opportunity to introduce new
team members to the competition, further inspire students to consider careers in Science, Technology, Math
and Engineering (STEM), and have fun in a relatively
low-pressure environment. The 2018 season will begin
with the unveiling of a new game called “Power Up” on
January 6.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: 2017 MVRC Winning Alliance of FRC 2252, FRC 2399 and FRC 6291

TDEC Holds Fire Extinguisher Training
Hopefully, no one ever has the need to use a fire extinguisher to put out a fire, whether it be at work or at home. However, it
is always better to be safe than sorry. For this reason, TDEC holds a hands-on Fire Extinguisher training every couple of years
to keep everyone fresh on how to use a Fire Extinguisher to put out a real fire. BLR Training Service describes different types
of fires, the respective extinguishers that put them out, and the proper guidelines for fighting small fires. A small fire is lit in a
container and then each employee is given the opportunity to walk up to the fire with an extinguisher, properly aim it, and
use the extinguisher (PASS method: pull, aim, squeeze, and sweep) to put out the fire.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

SLI Employees go through hands-on Fire Extinguisher Training

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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MEDALSJPL
Multi-Divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

MEDALS Project Update: Lunar Flashlight
Starting in January of 2016, Sierra Lobo began providing the Lunar
Flashlight Mission with thermal design and analysis support. Dr. Phil
Putman from the Milan, OH, office has been supporting the SLI MEDALS office in Pasadena, CA, with responsibility for not only the thermal
design of the instrument payload, but also the entire mission, from I&T
through launch, cruise, and the science collection period. He will likely
be asked to provide support in determining the health of the spacecraft and instrument throughout the mission life.
This critical thermal design activity provided an inroad when JPL sought
support for the design, fabrication and test of the Electrical Power Systems (EPS) circuit board. The TDEC electronics group is nearing completion of a year-long effort to design, build, test, and deliver this
spaceflight hardware for use not only on Lunar Flashlight, but the sister
Near Earth Asteroid Scout mission. Under a competitively bid firmfixed, price research and development contract, SLI has progressed
from a customer preliminary Specification through shipment of Engi(Photo Credit: NASA)
neering Development Unit (EDU) and Flight Unit hardware sets. In adAbove: NASA rendering of the Lunar Flashlight
dition to all solar array and battery power management functions, the
EPS Card provides several types of performance telemetry. The technical lead for the project was Steven Faetanini, with handson support by Cody Kornowski, and project management by Alex Yeckley.
While the EPS design development was not performed under MEDALS, the close relationship between the Milan and Pasadena
offices is getting the SLI brand into the consciousness of JPL technical customers. In early 2017, the Lunar Flashlight project
found itself lacking the internal resources to perform the design development of the instrument receiver; essentially a small, offaxis reflecting telescope made entirely of aluminum alloy. There were significant thermal implications to this design as the
boresight alignment between the lasers and the receiver over a wide temperature range is critical. After failed attempts to initiate a contract with various vendors through other vehicles, the project turned to MEDALS. SLI submitted a proposal against the
competing MEDALS vendors and was awarded a work order to design, fabricate, and test the receiver subsystem.
Starting with the JPL baseline design, SLI optomechanical engineer Megan Gibson revised the receiver configuration to improve
manufacturability of the off-axis parabola mirror and receiver housing. Building on this, and information provided by Dr. Phil
Putman, she altered the mounting scheme for the laser mount/Phase Change Material (PCM) enclosure to both reduce system
mass, and increase stiffness.
Upon completion of the design and fabrication of this hardware, integration and test of the Receiver Assembly is slated to take
place at the TDEC in Milan, OH. The tested hardware will be delivered to JPL for integration into the CubeSat bus and eventual
integration onto the launch system.
More information can be found at https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cubesat/images/lunar_flashlight_ALT.jpg
Below: CAD rendering of the Lunar Flashlight Receiver
subsystem currently in design at SLI Pasadena

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: CAD renderings of the LF/NEA Scout Electrical Power Systems (EPS) circuit board
under development at SLI TDEC

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC)
Center Maintenance, Operations,
and Engineering (CMOE)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)

The 2017 Whitley Award Recipient was Mike Croft
The Whitley Award is the annual recognition of an
employee who exhibits the loyalty, leadership, resourcefulness, adaptability and commitment to excellence as was demonstrated by its namesake, Chuck
Whitley. Mike Croft excels in every aspect included
for consideration. Chuck Whitley was a dear friend
and former employee with us here at NASA Langley
Research Center. We could not be more proud of
Mike Croft for deserving this great honor and for all
of his achievements. George and Sara Satornino
were here with us to present the Whitley Award to
Mike.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: George Satornino presents the Whitley Award to Mike Croft

SLI Employees Recognized for a Job Well Done
Several Sierra Lobo employees have received spot bonuses for their great work on
the CMOE Contract.






Steve Lynch for his “stellar” supervisory support, addressing issues during normal and after hours, with prompt and detailed responses. Also, for support of
Unitary recovery efforts.
Matthew Hayden, Mike Croft, FO Safety Incentive.
Chris Cramer, Gary Beacham, and Roy Neff for volunteering many overtime
hours to help Operations remain on schedule.
Gary Beacham for volunteering many overtime hours to repair door bearings
to return NTF to operational status.
Mike Croft for excellent support to return steam operations when a failure
caused the boiler to go off-line.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology
Scholars (VASTS)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Sierra Lobo sponsors the Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology Scholars (VASTS) program each year. Per their website,
http://vsgc.odu.edu/VASTS/, VASTS is an interactive on-line science, technology, engineering and mathematics learning experience, highlighted by a seven-day residential summer academy at NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va. Students selected to participate in the program are immersed in NASA-related research through interaction with scientists, engineers and
technologists. The program is a partnership between the Virginia Space Grant Consortium, NASA Langley Research Center, The
Commonwealth of Virginia and Industry.
VASTS requires the completion of an extensive online course which results in 2 MECH 100 Introduction to Aerospace Engineering Technology college credits. Then many of the participating students are selected to attend the summery academy hosted
at NASA Langley Research Center, which also results in 2 MECH 297 Cooperative Education in Mechanical Engineering Technology college credits. The VASTS program is fully funded by the partnership and sponsors so it has no cost associated for any of
the students.
Each year Sierra Lobo contributes to the program not only in financial support but also the Sierra Lobo management is involved
during the On-site Summer Academy at NASA Langley Research Center. There are three separate summer academy sessions
that will select 60 students for each session. In 2017, several members of the Sierra Lobo Management team participated during these summer academy sessions including Jack Schlank, Kay Corr, Dan Motto, Charles Scales, Sara Satornino, and George
Satornino.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: Kay Corr)

(Photo Credit: VASTS Flickr site)

Pictures from the VASTS academy session—SLI proudly supports
this program each year

(Photo Credit: VASTS Flickr site)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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NASA LaRC Centennial Open House Events
In 2017, Sierra Lobo was an Aerospace level sponsor which included specific sponsorship of the Centennial VASBA Gala, the
NASA 5K, and the Open House. The Open House was attended by thousands of neighbors in our community. Included was a
10K race, tours of the majority of the center facilities, and interactive fun activities for kids of all ages. Both the NASA 5K
Moonwalk and Run, as well as the Centennial Open House 10K races sold out. Every CMOE employee supported the Open
House preparations, and many also supported the day of the Open House with facility tours, security, and countless other roles.
In the photos below, you will find Kay Corr, Bubba Wright (NASA Casino Night and NASA 5K Moonwalk & Run), Jon Ferguson
(facility tour at the TDT), and a model on display (facility tour at the 14X22 Wind Tunnel).

o
t:

(Photo Credit: Kay Corr)

(Photo Credit: NASA Flickr site )

Above: CMOE Staff (Matt Medrana right, green shirt)

Above: Kay Corr and Herbert “Bubba” Wright

(Photo Credit: NASA Flickr site )

Above: Sierra Lobo’s Jon Ferguson presenting at the TDT

(Photo Credit: Kay Corr)

Above: Kay Corr and Chic-Fil-A at the 5K

(Photo Credit: NASA/David C. Bowman)

(Photo Credit: NASA Flickr site )

Above: Model on display at the 14X22 Wind Tunnel
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ETIS II: Contract Updates
Environmental Test and Integration Services II
(ETIS II)
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

ETIS II Employees Recognized at GSFC Honor
Awards Ceremony
Numerous ETIS II employees received awards at the Agency Honor Awards Ceremony held at Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) in October 2017.
Members of the ETIS II Team won a NASA Group Achievement Award as members of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) Core2 Test Team. The award was for outstanding contributions to the delivery, integration, and testing of critical
JWST Core2 hardware that enabled verification of the observatory’s core thermal area.
The ETIS II Optics Team received NASA’s Silver Achievement Medal [Team Award] as members of the Optical Telescope
Element (OTE) and Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) Optical Alignment Team. Their award noted:
”For incredible success in achieving the accurate optical alignment of the Optical Telescope Element and Integrated Science
Instrument Module elements, creating the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) optical system.”
The ETIS II Thermal Vacuum Team received NASA’s Silver Achievement Medal [Team Award] as members of the Thermal
Vacuum Operations Test Team. Their award noted:
“For more than six years of innovative collaboration to meet James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) science objectives for successful mission-critical thermal vacuum testing for JWST.”
The ETIS II Test Supervisor (Michael Schools) represented the team at the ceremony and received the NASA Silver Achievement Medal Award from GSFC Director Chris Scolese. The Thermal Vacuum and Optics Teams received a plaque for the
group, certificates, and a medal for every individual.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI-NASA Goddard Employee Travels To
The Path Of Totality
SLI employee, Peter Teague, signed up as a NASA Total Eclipse SME (Subject Matter Expert) months before the total eclipse
in August. Teague is not only Lab Manager of the gigantic SSDIF cleanroom at Goddard on the SLI ETIS2 contract, but an
amateur astronomer as well.
Teague had previously worked with an Outreach Instructor now working at the Roper Mountain Science Center in Greenville,
SC. He was invited to Roper Mountain to present on the eclipse, allow visitors to safely view the sun through his special Hydrogen-Alpha telescope, and help provide a “play-by-play” description over the PA system during the eclipse to thousands
of visitors.
The few clouds over Greenville cleared just before the rare celestial event, and Teague, as well as most of the crowd, witnessed their first ever total eclipse for more than two minutes starting at 2:38 PM. When asked how he felt about it afterwards, Teague became emotional and explained, “It’s so hard to put it into words. I’ve seen partial eclipses; however, witnessing totality for the first time is something rare indeed! As the sky darkened more and more around us, even the cicadas
were fooled and started their nighttime chirping ritual. Totality felt unreal, spiritual, a very moving experience, and many visitors around me were moved to tears. I was able to click off many photos and still witness the totality with my eyes as well. I
can’t wait for the next eclipse in the U.S. in 2024!”

(Photo Credit: Peter J.B. Teague)
(Photo Credit: Peter J.B. Teague)

(Photo Credit: Peter J.B. Teague)

(Photo Credit: Peter J.B. Teague)

(Photo Credit: Peter J.B. Teague)

(Photo Credit: Desiree Stover)

Above: Totality Phase
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ETIS II Employees Volunteer
at GSFC and in the
Community
ETIS II employee Mary Ann Geinzer assisted with the planning and
execution of the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center Veterans Advisory Committee Veterans Day
2017 celebration.

On September 28, ETIS II employees volunteered with the city of Greenbelt to assist with Free Produce Distribution
for Greenbelt residents.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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ETIS II Employees Attend the Audits and Assessments
Operational Meeting at KSC
Clay Pollard and Luis Mendez attended the Audits and
Assessments Operational Meeting on November 7-8,
2017, at Kennedy Space Center. Approximately 80 participants learned about the latest audit program and
process improvements and participated in a variety of
information sessions and panel discussions about:









Risk Management and compliance in an aging infrastructure
Corrective Action analysis for Institutional, Facility,
Operational Safety Audits (IFOSAs) and Quality Audits, Assessments, and Reviews (QAARs)
Electrostatic Discharge
Office of Safety and Mission Assurance policy and
requirement updates
Assessment of internal-audit programs and Safety
and Mission Assurance requirements
Impact of program requirements on audit approach
CubeSat Quality Assurance requirements
The top IFOSA and QAAR cause trends were discussed in breakout sessions, and training was provided on the Surveys, Audits, Assessments, and Reviews Information System.

Above: Attendees at the Audits and Assessments Operational Meeting at
Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

ETIS II and Telophase Employees Take-Off at the
GSFC Semi-annual 2-Mile Race
On October 4, ETIS II employees partnered with Teammate Telophase in the GSFC Semi-annual 2-Mile race.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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ETIS II Employee Retires:
Congratulations and
Best Wishes to
Nabil Copty
Nabil Copty joined Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)/ Northrop Services as a Facility Engineer in 1987 after working for
ten years with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company in Oakbrook, Illinois. In the early 1990's, Nabil became Supervisor of the
Thermal Vacuum Test Group followed by Manager of the Environment Test & Maintenance Departments. In 2008, Nabil became the Chief Engineer until his retirement on November 3, 2017.
During his career at GSFC, Nabil worked on environmental testing of numerous projects including COBE, HST and JWST.
Nabil also led the efforts of many complex modifications and upgrades to test facilities, including the new helium and nitrogen shroud systems for the SES chamber, acquiring a complex vibration test facility to test JWST/ISIM and the Automation of
Thermal Vacuum Test Facilities.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo LDE & PVS Group Wins “Unsung Hero”
Award at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility (WFF)
In December 2017, the Wallops
Flight Facility “Unsung Hero” award
was presented to Sierra Lobo’s LDE
(Lifting Devices & Equipment) and
PVS (Pressure Vessels & Systems)
Certification Group for their continued support of WFF missions and
operations, and for their commitment and dedication to providing a
safe environment with regards to LDE and PVS, and for
their outstanding efforts to broaden the understanding of
safe operating practices with regards to this equipment
through discussions with NASA and other contractors and
through training. Though the efforts of this group do not
directly affect WFF missions and operations, their behind
the scenes role helps to ensure these missions and operations proceed smoothly and safely. These missions and
operations include the Sounding Rocket Program at WFF,
PFRR, and other remote locations; the Balloon Program at
CSBF and other remote locations; the Aircraft Program; the
Antares and Cygnus Program; The NAVY; and other transient NASA missions such as ISS Cream, LADEE, LDSD, ORS,
etc.
Code 803.0 LDE & PVS Group (Sierra Lobo, Inc. as part of
the ETIS II Contract), in support of the LDE & PVS Program,
inspects, tests, verifies compliance through vendor documentation and engineering analysis, and certifies nearly
5000 pieces of lifting equipment (including cranes, manlifts, forklifts, hoists, platform lifts, load measuring devices,
rigging gear, and slings) and nearly 1000 pressure systems
and components (including high-pressure, gas vessels and
distribution systems, high-pressure, regulation panels, gas
intensifiers, cryogenic systems and Dewars, DOT cylinders,
rechargers, thermal vacuum chambers, fuel systems, air
compressors and compressed air distribution systems, flex
hoses, pressure gauges, and pressure-relief valves). The
group also administers training and/or audits other contractors’ training programs and oversees the licensing of
all lifting equipment operators and riggers, and all highpressure, system operators at WFF, CSBF, PFRR, and other
remote locations. Because of this unique, behind the
scenes, interaction the group has with virtually all WFF
NASA Programs and Contractors, they could easily be a
hindrance to daily operations but choose to exemplify the
“Yes, If…” attitude to make the certification and operator
licensing process simpler and more user friendly and to
eliminate mission delays and improve overall safety.
Because of this approach, this SLI team has had great success streamlining these programs at CSBF and PFRR, and
responds with a real sense of urgency to WFF needs and
immediate mission requests. They brainstorm internally
and frequently present their NASA monitors with new
ways of working the Program to enhance its overall effec-
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Above: Wallops Flight Facility “Unsung Hero” award was presented to Sierra
Lobo’s LDE (Lifting Device & Equipment) and PVS (Pressure Vessels & Systems) Certification Group

tiveness and eliminate waste by practicing creative destruction. They have helped develop the LDE Database
and are currently working to develop the PVS Database,
replacing an existing Database that does not meet the
new Program requirements nor the customers’
needs. They are also in process developing/implementing
a new licensing Database.
An example of the value our staff adds involves pressure
regulator certifications for NSROC. NSROC had some 50
regulators that were in various stages of certification. Some needed replacement, some needed modification, and some only needed current inspections and testing. The Group held a meeting with NSROC management
and equipment users to better understand their needs and
constraints and then developed a spreadsheet, simplifying
the certification process and, in essence, reducing future
maintenance and repair costs by consolidating the regulator design and configuration to a few basic types that met
all NSROC requirements. The regulators were replaced,
upgraded, and/or inspected/tested and certified in batches within a short amount of time allowing NSROC to come
into full compliance, while not affecting their operations.
The LDE & PVS Group consists of the following Sierra Lobo, Inc. employees:
 Team Lead Engineer: Chuck Amrhein
 PVS Engineer: Ahmed Malik
 LDE Engineer: Christina Speaks
 PVS Technicians: Marty Rogers and Dave Gladden
 LDE Technicians: George Fulton, Cheryl Maguire, Dean
Townsend, and John Abbott
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Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services
(OMES II)
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

NASA’s Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services
(OMES II) Contract includes Sierra Lobo as Teammate
NASA awarded the Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II contract to Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) to support the Applied Engineering and
Technology Directorate, located at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. SLI is a subcontractor
to SAIC.
This is a cost-plus, fixed-fee indefinite delivery/indefinite
quantity contract with a maximum ordering value of $620
million. The effective ordering period is from July 1 through
June 30, 2022.
The OMES II team provides engineering services for the
study, design, systems engineering, development, fabrication, integration, testing, verification and operations of
spaceflight, airborne, and ground-system hardware and software, including development and validation of new technologies to enable future space and science missions.
The two primary customers are the Satellite Servicing Projects Division (SSPD) and the Joint Polar Satellite System
(JPSS) Program Office. The SSPD Team develops satelliteservicing solutions for NASA and America-accelerating tech-
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nology, exploration, and expansion from Earth to deep
space. The JPSS Team is the nation’s advanced polar-orbiting
weather satellite system. JPSS is a collaborative program between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and NASA.
The OMES II team had to “hit the ground running” from the
start of the contract, as the JPSS-1 launch date was looming. The rocket carrying JPSS-1 successfully launched November 18, 2017. Additionally, SSPD has their own mission
on the horizon, as they prepare to launch Robotic Refueling
Mission 3 (RRM3) in early 2018; a mission designed to
demonstrate on the International Space Station the technology to replenish consumables like propellant and coolant. This technology will advance satellite servicing capabilities and enable long duration, deep space exploration.
For more information about JPSS missions, visit http://
www.jpss.noaa.gov/launch.html
For more information about SSPD missions, visit https://
sspd.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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NAS TOS Contract Highlights
National Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS), Joint Venture
Technical Operations and Sustainment (TOS)
Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Sierra Lobo, Inc., teamed with Bechtel National, Inc. and GP
Strategies Corporation to form the National Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS) joint venture and was awarded the Technical
Operations and Sustainment (TOS) contract at the Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC). TOS is a cost-plusaward-fee contract valued at $1.5 billion and includes more
than 1,300 employees. NAS performs work supporting unique
test operations and sustainment of the more than $11 billion
worth of infrastructure at the world's largest and most complex
flight simulation test and evaluation complex. The complex has
supported most of the United States’ aerospace programs,
from fighter jets and missiles to Saturn rockets, the Space
Shuttle, and weather satellites.
The TOS contract encompasses facilities at three geographic
locations: Arnold AFB, Tennessee; the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) at NASA Ames Research Center in
California; and the Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 facility at the
Federal Research Center at White Oak, Maryland.

Above: Arnold Engineering Development Complex, Tullahoma, TN

Take a ‘Year-In-Review’ look at AEDC in 2017 Arnold
April 2017 marked 60 years of operation for the AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel, a one-of-a-kind test facility where the
nation’s defense systems have benefited from test capabilities critical to development. The first test run in 1957 in the
16- foot Transonic Tunnel, or 16T, was documented by Phil
Tarver, then an AEDC staff photographer. However, public
photos were never taken of the test article nor was there a
mention of the name of the test article. The facility has a
total of three tunnels that are operational: 16T, a 16-foot
Supersonic Tunnel and a 4-foot Transonic Tunnel. Pictured
are AEDC workers inspecting tiles in the Propulsion Wind
Tunnel 16S in 2014. (U.S. Air Force photo/Rick Goodfriend)

A live-fly capability assessment of off-the-shelf light attack aircraft was
hosted by the 704th Test Group at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, on Aug. 9, 2017.The 704th Test Group is a unit of AEDC, which is
headquartered at Arnold Air Force Base. The Embraer EMB 314 Super
Tucano A-29 experimental aircraft flies over White Sands Missile
Range. The A-29 is participating in the U.S. Air Force Light Attack Experiment (OA-X), a series of trials to determine the feasibility of using
light aircraft in attack roles. (U.S. Air Force photo/Ethan D. Wagner)

(Article from High Mach Dec 18, 2017 Newspaper)
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AEDC 2017 Year in Review continued...

Pictured Right: AEDC Range S-1 wasn’t active in a
decade but underwent checkout operations in
preparation for three test projects. Several successful test launches were recently performed in S1. Pictured is the inside of the target chamber of S1 where hypervelocity impacts take place. (U.S. Air
Force photo/Deidre Ortiz)

Pictured Left: The AEDC 16-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, or
16T, at the Arnold Air Force Base Propulsion Wind Tunnel
facility, expanded its test envelope by achieving conditions
previously not reached in the facility, and as a result, will be
able to support more test customers. Pictured here is a
model of the Navy variant of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
that has undergone testing in 16T. (AEDC file photo)

Pictured Right: To meet development and
testing needs for long-range strike and hypersonic vehicle materials, the H2 Arc Heater
at AEDC was upgraded, with checkouts performed to ensure the modifications were successful. Pictured is the model positioning system in the clean test cell of the H2 Arc Heater
after the upgrades. (AEDC photo)

(Article from High Mach Dec 18, 2017 Newspaper)
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AEDC 2017 Year in Review continued...

Pictured Right: Testing for the Graflight V-8, a
high-efficiency, diesel engine designed and produced by Engineered Propulsion Systems,
brought about the reopening of the AEDC T-11
engine test cell at Arnold Air Force Base. Prior to
this test, T-11 had not tested in about a decade.
Pictured here is the EPS Graflight V-8 engine in
the T-11 test cell. (AEDC photo)

(Article from High Mach Dec 18, 2017 Newspaper)

TOSC CONTRACT: Kennedy Space Center
Test Operations and Support Contract (TOSC)
Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
At NASA KSC the Ground Systems Development and Operations (GSDO)
program is nearing the end of Final Design & Fabrication and beginning
the System Assembly, Integration & Test, Checkout phase for EM-1
ground systems. As the Engineering Services Contract comes to an end
some activities, predominantly integrated Verification and Validation
(V&V) testing, Design Certification Review, and drawing/model updates
will transition into the responsibility of Test Operations and Support Contract (TOSC) for completion.
The following activities will be supported by Sierra Lobo and other contractors embedded within the TOSC Engineering
groups as part of an overall TOSC team:
Sierra Lobo provides personnel capable of supporting design and development tasks to include: requirements definition
and management, technology assessment, trade studies, concept development, design, fabrication and assembly, integration, testing, analyses, installation, verification, validation, documentation, and delivery.
We provide personnel who will report to Jacobs TOSC Management in designing products and services in areas such as
propellants, gases, electrical power, systems engineering and integration, reliability, human factors, cryogenics, hypergolic,
pneumatics, hydraulics, fiber optics, communication systems, information technology security systems, sensors, instrumentation, hazardous gas detection, intelligent systems, modeling and simulation, computer hardware, software, networking,
system safety, quality, configuration management, maintainability, contamination control, control systems, mechanical systems, structures, stress and load analyses, vibro-acoustic analyses, thermal analyses, computational fluid dynamics, data
analyses, industrial engineering, materials science, electronic design, data acquisition, metrology, and atmospheric science.
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Aerodynamic Validation Capabilities Support Services (AVal)
Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB)

Aval Contracting Team Receives
Achievement Award
In June, five members of the AS&M – Sierra Lobo Aerodynamic Validation Capabilities Support Services (AVal)
contracting team at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, Ohio, were recognized for their contributions to
the Transonic Gasdynamic Facility (TGF) team, ensuring
the high success of the May 2017 wind tunnel testing of
models that are part of the SPIRIT program.

AS&M’s AVal Contract Program Manager, Ron Sherrill,
presented each team member a framed special achievement award from AS&M’s president, Jalaiah Unnam. Each
awardee also received a bonus from his respective company.

SPIRIT is a low-cost, proof-of-concept test program for
Future Air Dominance inlet technologies that feeds larger
scale inlet concept validation test programs for Contracted Research and Development.
Working seamlessly with their military and Government
counterparts at the Air Force Research Laboratory’s
(AFRL) Aero Validation Branch, the efforts of the AVal
contractors directly contributed to recognition of the TGF
team as the very best at the AFRL Division level. Aero
Validation Branch Chief, Larry Leny, directly contacted
AS&M President, Jalaiah Unnam, to let him know how
grateful he was for the performance of these men.

Above L-R: Ron Sherrill (AS&M); Keith Koon (Sierra Lobo); Stephen Geary
(AS&M); Shawn Raisch (AS&M); Rick Zimmerman (AS&M); and Paul Smith (AS&M)

ATOM Contract: NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Aerospace Testing and Facilities Operations and Maintenance (ATOM)
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)

SVS Controls Migration Project – Factory
Acceptance Testing Completed

Above: One of the seven networked nodes of the new Steam
Vacuum System controls that will be mounted in key locations
throughout the facility, near-to-critical instrumentation and controls

We are known by the tracks we leave...

A project is underway to build a new Boiler Plant for the NASA Ames
Research Center Arc Jet Complex’s Steam Vacuum System (SVS). The
ATOM Contract, which will operate and maintain the new plant, has
been given the responsibility of providing the design and development
of a new control system that will allow the control interface for the SVS
to migrate to the new plant control room. Reaching back to our ATOM
Prime Contractor: Jacobs Technology Group (Jacobs/TG), we engaged
their engineering home office to develop the new system. The ATOM
SVS Boiler Operators and the ArcJet Instrumentation and Controls
team worked closely with the design engineers to implement a modern, modular, networked system that will greatly simplify the installation and future troubleshooting of the new controls. We participated in
the successful factory acceptance test at Jacobs/TG’s home office in
Tullahoma, Tennessee, during the week of November 6th.
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MEDLI2 Radiometer and Heat Flux Sensor Testing
The Mars 2020 Entry Descent
and Landing Instrumentation 2
(MEDLI2) project will deliver the
Thermal Protection System
(TPS) instrumentation suite for
the aeroshell of the Mars 2020
entry vehicle. MEDLI2 builds
upon the success of the MEDLI
instrumentation suite flown on
the Mars Science Laboratory
mission in 2012 by adding afterbody instrumentation. One of the
new sensors is a radiometer, which will measure the radiative component of heat flux at one point on the backshell of the Mars 2020
vehicle. Sierra Lobo employees on the ATOM contract at NASA
Ames Research Center have been supporting the development of
MEDLI2 sensors by characterizing and testing the radiometer. Pictured in Figure 1 is a development radiometer unit installed in a
test fixture at a mechanical, shock-test facility. Jose A. Santos (ARC
-TSM, ATOM) is serving as the Thermal Instrument Subsystem
Hardware Lead with support from the Sensors TPS Advanced Research (STAR) Labs for fabrication and assembly. (Several Sierra
Lobo employees work within STAR Labs.) A radiometer, heat flux
sensors, and instrumented thermocouple plugs comprise the thermal instrument subsystem known as MISP. Hiep Khuc (ARC-TSM,
ATOM) has performed pre- and post-test time constant and sensitivity characterization tests of heat flux and radiometer sensors to
determine if any of the performance specifications change after a
specific ground test, such as mechanical shock. Depicted in Figure
2 is a photo of the small infrared lamp, which is used for the sensitivity testing.

Above: Figure 1. Photo of MEDLI2 radiometer development unit during mechanical shock testing

Above: Figure 2. Photo of Heat Flux sensor during sensitivity characterization test

Exceptional Engineering Achievement Medal
Joe Mach
In June, Joe Mach, ATOM STARLabs Support Supervisor received the
NASA Exceptional Engineering Achievement Medal for his contributions to NASA spaceflight projects over two decades. He has significantly advanced the state-of-the-practice of heat shield instrumentation for the most critical NASA missions involving planetary entry.
This began with the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Entry, Descent,
and Landing (EDL) Instrumentation Thermal Plug Project, representing
the first time in decades that a mission to Mars had an instrumented
heat shield. The instruments were required to verify and validate aerothermal and material response models to potentially reduce vehicle
mass, ideally increasing mass opportunity for science instruments.
Above: Joe Mach receiving his NASA Exceptional Engineering Achievement Medal from Ames Center Director Dr. Eugene Tu and Associate Center Director Dr. Steven Zornetzer
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KESC Contract: NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
Kennedy Engineering Services Contract (KESC)
NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) Mobile Launcher
Umbilical Qualification Testing is Nearing Completion
KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF)
The testing phase of KSC’s Mobile Launcher (ML) umbilcials, which will
be used to launch NASA’s new Space Launch System (SLS) Heavy Lift
Vehicle, is nearing completion at KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility
(LETF). As part of KSC’s development of SLS Ground Systems, the Mobile Launcher is being prepared to launch the new Heavy Lift Vehicle,
which has a scheduled test launch, Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1), in
2019. Part of the ML development involves design, fabrication, testing
and installation of multiple umbilicals that will interface between the
Mobile Launcher and the Vehicle. These include; the Aft Skirt Electrical
Umbilicals (ASEU), the Orion Service Module Umbilical (OSMU), the Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage Umbilical (ICPSU), the Crew Access
Arm (CAA), the Aft Skirt Purge Umbilicals (ASPU), the Core Stage Forward Skirt Umbilical (CSFSU), the Core Stage Inter-Tank Umbilical
(CSITU), the Tail Service Mast Umbilicals (TSMU), the Vehicle Stabilizer
System (VSS), and the Vehicle Support Posts (VSP).

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Before installation on the Mobile Launcher, each umbilical must be tested at the Launch Equipment Test Facility. Qualification testing verifies
the umbilical performs as designed. To verify performance, the LETF
simulates conditions that
each umbilical will encounAbove: Orion Service Module Umbilical (OSMU) Mated to the
ter from the time it is mated
Vehicle Motion Simulator
in the Vehicle Assembly
Building (VAB), during rollout
to the Pad, during severe weather conditions at the Pad, and during lift-off. To
simulate these conditions, the LETF uses a Vehicle Motion Simulator (VMS) and
rain simulators. The testing usually consists of several phases. Phase one is used
to test alignment and the ability to mate and de-mate in extreme coordinates.
Phase two testing is used to perform excursion testing, which simulates horizontal movements. Each umbilical is instrumented with load cells, strain gages, temperatures and many other sensors to record loads and other measurements that
are monitored to verify performance. The main purpose of this phase is to verify
the loads will not damage the vehicle or the umbilical. Phase three testing usually involves primary and secondary liftoff testing without cryogenics. Primary liftoff testing uses a primary disconnect devise, such as a collet release mechanism.
Secondary liftoff testing involves programming the primary disconnect to fail and
the secondary release mechanism, such as lanyards, will engage and force separation. Again, it is critical to record the loads during this phase. High-speed video is also used during this phase to verify the umbilical is rotating and disconnecting properly. The last phase is a full-up disconnect test. Depending on the
(Photo Credit: NASA)
Above: Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage
Umbilical (ICPSU) Mated to the LETF VMS
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NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) Mobile Launcher
Umbilical Qualification Testing is Nearing Completion
KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF)
continued...
type of umbilical, this could include flowing cryogenics (LN2 or LH2) and rain simulation. Once the testing is completed, the
data is analyzed and if NASA determines that the umbilical performed as designed, it will be re-located to the Mobile Launcher
for installation.
To date, the LETF has completed testing and delivered to the ML the Orion Service Module Umbilical (OSMU), Core Stage Forward Skirt Umbilical (CSFSU), the Core Stage Inter-Tank Umbilical (CSITU), the Aft Skirt Electrical Umbilicals (ASEU), the Aft Skirt
Purge Umbilicals (ASPU), and all ten Vehicle Support Posts (VSP). Currently, the LETF is testing Interim Cryogenic Propulsion
Stage Umbilical (ICPSU), the LO2 Tail Service Mast Umbilical (LO2 TSMU) and the Vehicle Stabilizer System (VSS). Remaining
umbilicals to be tested are the LH2 Tail Service Mast Umbilical (LH2 TSMU) and the Crew Access Arm (CAA). The LETF is maintained and operated by ESC managers, test conductors, engineers and technicians. Testing at the LETF is expected to last
through February of 2018.

(Pho

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: LO2 TSMU in Test on VMS #2 at the LETF

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: An artist illustration of NASA’s Space
Launch System and Orion spacecraft on the Mobile
Launcher

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Core Stage Forward Skirt Umbilical Mated to
VMS #2 at the LETF

Above: An artist illustration of NASA’s Space Launch System and
Orion spacecraft Rolling Out of the VAB on the Mobile Launcher
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Above: Vehicle Stabilizer in Test at the LETF
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New Umbilical for the SLS Mobile Launcher to
Support NASA’s Deep Space Exploration Missions
Engineers lifted and installed a third umbilical on the mobile launcher at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center for a fit
check. The tower on the mobile launcher will be equipped
with several connections or launch umbilicals like this
one. After the fit check was completed, the umbilical was
lowered down and will be installed permanently at a later
date.
These umbilicals recently completed qualification testing
at KESC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility. The umbilicals
will provide power, communications, coolant, and fuel.
They will be used to connect the mobile launcher to the
agency’s Space Launch System (made up of the core
stage, twin solid rocket boosters, and the interim cryogenic propulsion stage) and the Orion spacecraft mounted on top of SLS.
An area on the SLS between the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks is known as the core stage inter-tank.
The core-stage inter-tank umbilical is the third in a series
of five new umbilicals for the mobile launcher. Its main
function is to vent excess gaseous hydrogen from the
rocket’s core stage. This umbilical also will provide conditioned air, pressurized gases, and power and data connection to the core stage.
The Orion service module umbilical and the core stage
forward skirt umbilical were previously installed on the
tower. The service module umbilical will connect from the
mobile launch tower to the Orion service module. Prior to
launch, the umbilical will transfer liquid coolant for the
electronics and purge air/gaseous nitrogen for environmental control. The SLS core stage forward skirt is near
the top of the core stage, and the forward skirt umbilical
provides connections and conditioned air/gaseous nitro-

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: High up on the mobile launcher (ML) tower at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, construction workers assist as a crane moves the Core
Stage Inter-tank Umbilical into place for a fit check of the attachment
hardware October 14, 2017

gen to the core stage of the rocket. All these umbilicals
will swing away from the rocket and spacecraft just before
launch.
Several other umbilicals were previously installed on the
mobile launcher. These include two aft skirt purge umbilicals, which will connect to the SLS rocket at the bottom
outer edge of each booster and provide electrical power
and data connections, remove hazardous gases, and
maintain the right temperature range with a nitrogen
purge in the boosters until SLS lifts off from the launch
pad.
The Ground Systems Development and Operations Program with support from the Engineering Support Contract at Kennedy is preparing ground support equipment,
including the launch umbilicals, for NASA’s deep-space
exploration missions.

NASA Astronauts Visit KSC’s Launch Equipment
Test Facility
NASA astronauts Nicole Mann and Steve Bowen
greeted an anxious crowd on August 17, 2017, during a tour of KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility
(LETF). They entertained an informal question and
answer session where test team members were
able to understand their perspective on a wide variety of subjects, including traveling to Mars and
the Space Launch System (SLS) exploration mission
launch vehicle. This was the first SLS astronaut visit
to the LETF, and they were very excited to see actual hardware in test.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Astronauts Steve Bowen and Nicole Mann and the LETF Test Team
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Swamp Works – Developing New Tools for Deep
Space Exploration
Kennedy Space Center’s Swamp Works is a hands-on, lean development environment for innovation following the philosophies pioneered in Kelly Johnson’s Skunk
Works and Werner von Braun’s development shops. The Swamp Works establishes
rapid, innovative, and cost-effective exploration mission solutions through a highly
collaborative, “no walls” approach, and leveraging partnerships across NASA, industry, and academia. The goal of Swamp Works is to accelerate innovation for NASA
and for benefits on Earth, from the idea stage, through development, and straight
into application. Iterative testing is performed in the early stages to quickly drive design improvements. This rapiddevelopment approach supports NASA’s mission to provide Government and commercial space ventures with technologies
they need for working and living on the surfaces of the Moon, planets, and other bodies in our Solar System.
Current capabilities include facilities and world-class expertise from the Science and Technology Projects Division at KSC, in
such areas as applied physics, applied chemistry, granular mechanics and regolith operations, cryogenics, electrostatics and
surface physics, regolith activities testing, and for robotics integration, checkout and assembly, corrosion technology, and
advanced materials and polymer science.
Staffed with engineers, physicists, and chemists, the labs use a “make it, test
it, and improve it” model of work, one in which projects often undergo several generations of builds, each an inexpensive attempt to improve on the one
before. The research labs maintain continuity of knowledge between generations of designs because the same team works on successive generations.
Rather than looking for incremental advances, Swamp Works research teams
strive for quantum leaps through rapid prototyping and experimentation.
Open collaboration allows researchers to learn from each other and ask
questions during a technology’s development. The Swamp Works vision is to
be the premiere Government research and technology incubator for development of spaceport systems on Earth or at any space destination. One important area of development is in situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), where the
Swamp Works approach of rapid-conception-application has resulted in the
development of several unique tools for future space exploration.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: RASSOR robot under test at the KSC

RASSOR
One area of focus at Swamp Works is the engineering and science of dealing with space dirt—also known as regolith. Regolith, when mined effectively, can be a valuable resource for producing water, breathing air, and propellants for longduration missions beyond low-Earth orbit. RASSOR is a robot designed to excavate regolith on an extraterrestrial surface
with very low gravity, such as the Moon or an asteroid. The excavator can traverse steep slopes and rough terrain, and its
symmetrical design enables it to operate in reverse so that it can recover from overturning by continuing to dig in the new
orientation.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Space
Swamp Works is also focusing on how to prospect for resources on planetary bodies or asteroids. One method being explored is the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). These new machines, called Extreme Access Flyers, have no rotors
and use jets of oxygen gas or water vapor to move around, depending on whichever gas is available on the planet or asteroid the robots are exploring. With that fuel, they can maneuver quickly and forage for soil samples in areas inaccessible to
traditional landers.
Swarmies
Swarmies are small robotic vehicles equipped with sensors, a webcam, GPS system, and Wi-Fi antenna. They operate autonomously and can be programmed to communicate and interact as a collective swarm, which can dramatically improve the
ability for robots to efficiently locate, identify, and collect resources over large and previously unexplored territories. In addition to being the most effective way to scour large areas for resources, robotic swarms are more robust, flexible, and scalable than robots operating alone.
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Swamp Works – Developing New Tools for Deep
Space Exploration continued...
Regolith Bin
Swamp Works recently constructed a regolith test bin, nicknamed the “Big
Bin,” which is believed to be the largest indoor, climate-controlled facility of
its kind, measuring 26 feet on each side and packed with 120 tons of gray,
simulated space dirt. It is helping engineers and scientists test mining technologies that could enable future explorers to live on another planetary
surface by harvesting resources such as oxygen and water.
Electrostatic Dust Shield
One of the challenges in exploring the Moon or planets is dust created by
rocket engines during landing or by human and mechanical activities taking
place on the surface. Scientists in the Electrostatics and Surface Physics Laboratory are developing ways to mitigate this problem. One of the technologies under development is an Electrodynamic Dust Shield (EDS) to prevent
(Photo Credit: NASA)
debris from accumulating on various surfaces such as spacesuits, thermal
radiators, solar panels, optical instruments, and view ports. This technology
Above: Swarm robots under test at KSC’s Swamp Works
works by creating an electric field that propagates like ripples on a pond
across the material being protected. When the EDS system was activated
during the reduced-gravity test flight, 99% of the dust was removed from the surfaces protected by the dust shields.
Future Work
Work on several other exciting technologies is also underway in the Swamp Works laboratories. The Dust-to-Thrust demonstration project involves the conversion of regolith into propellant that will be used to fire a thruster. The project also includes
the development of regolith tolerant valves, as well as quick disconnect fluid and electrical couplers and interfaces. In the robotics area, sensors with LIDAR, radar, and stereo vision are being investigated for use in helping robots maneuver safely in
dusty environments. Robots are also under development for the production and deployment of pavers to create landing pads
for rockets. Methods for sintering regolith to manufacture pavers and other materials are also being explored. In addition,
researchers are looking at how to use regolith for additive construction. This will involve extracting metals from regolith using
molten regolith electrolysis, using regolith as a manufacturing feedstock, and voxel-based manufacturing using regolith and
other in situ resources.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: The KSC Swamp Works team. Back row (left to right) Jim Mantovani, Nathan Gelino, Van Townsend and AJ Nick (Sierra Lobo). Middle row
(left to right) Tom Lippitt, Kevin Grossman, Armando Delgado, Rob Mueller,
and Matt Nugent (Sierra Lobo). Front row (left to right) Jason Schuler and
Drew Smith
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TFOME-IIGRC
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering II (TFOME II)
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field (LF) and
Plum Brook Station (PBS)

TFOME II Employees Receive Several awards at the
2017 NASA Agency Honor Awards
EXCEPTIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL
 Paul Butterfield
 Stephen Guzik
EXCEPTIONAL PUBLIC ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL
 Helmut Bamberger
GROUP ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
 Altitude Combustion Stand (ACS) Reactivation Team— Moses
Brown / John Doehne / Spyro Efpraxias / Chris Garcia / Steve Guzik /
Natasha Jackson / Kamana Katiyar / Daniel Kemp / Thomas
Ketchem / James King / Jack Kowalweski / Darko Kralj / Diane
Legallee / Logan Micham / James Mullins / Alexandru Sgondea /
Robert Shaw / Jeff Smith / Allen Tucholski / Tiffany Vanderwyst

Above L to R: Scott Mahnke, Helmut Bamberger, James
Mullins, Stephen Guzik, and Paul Butterfield.



BLI2DTF Technology Development and Test Team— Pete Brown /
Derek Clark / Joe Dussling / Dan Goodell / Patrick Hobbins / Matt Kennedy / Michelle Lasic / Mark Lasky / Dan Meter / Jay
Morales / Emily Recker / Steve Sedensky / Russ Stucke / Dean Szabo / Kyle Webster / Ernest Williams II / John Restifo /
Ray Parker / Don Mohnickey / Mike Garapic/ Jim Simon / Cori Lupton / Dan Pitts / Bill Rozman / James Yager / Charles
Grubbs / Chris Contreras / Karl Manik / Jeff McConeghy / John Eckert / Evelyn Hill / Beth Osborn / Tony Ventura / Chris
Hampton / Aaron Dozier



Glenn Extreme Environments Rig (GEER) Team— Michael Arnett / Charles Blaha / Moses Brown / William Brown /
Alexis Camargo / Chris Detardo / John Doehne / Mark Forrester / Steve Guzik / Larry Hambley / Kamana Katiyar / Daniel
Kemp / John Lauerhahs / Eliot Mays / James Mullins / Kyle Phillips / Jozsef Puskas / James Schneider / Alex Sgondea / Jeff
Smith / Larry Smith / Marty Velez



Silver Achievement Medal – Group – Advanced Exploration Systems Modular Power Systems (AMPS) Modular Fuel
Cells Team— Chris Garcia / Stephen Guzik / Don Johnson / Ray Lotenero / Richard Polak

CRAFTSMANSHIP AWARD
 Andrew Fausnaugh
 Derrick Espenschied
 Christopher Metro
SAFETY AWARD
 Scott Mahnke

Award criteria and selection information can be obtained from: https://nasapeople.nasa.gov/awards/nasamedals.htm
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Research and Technologies for Aerospace
Propulsion Systems 2 (RTAPS2) at GRC
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) is proud to offer the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and their customers a space propulsion division
fully capable of executing the Space Propulsion Technology Area Statement of Work under the Research and Technologies for
Aerospace Propulsion Systems (RTAPS2) contract.

Contact Information:
Contract Number: #NNC15BA14B
RTAPS2 Contracting Officer (CO):
Kimberly Y. Hill
NASA Glenn Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 433-5267
kimberly.y.hill@nasa.gov
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
Dr. Phil Putman
Manager, Research and Technology
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
PPutman@sierralobo.com

Statement of Work









Element 2.2.1
Element 2.2.2
Element 2.2.3
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.1
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.2
Element 2.2.4
Element 2.2.5
Element 2.2.6

Propulsion System Design and Trade Studies
Liquid Engine Systems
Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Cryogenic Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Non-cryogenic (Earth-storable) Propellant Systems
Electric Propulsion
Rocket-Based Combined Cycle Propulsion Systems
Advanced Propulsion Systems

Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and
Technology (BAART) at LaRC
Statement of Work
Advanced Materials and Structural Systems
 Advanced Materials & Processing
 Durability, Damage Tolerance, & Reliability
 Structural Mechanics & Concepts
 Structural Dynamics

Sierra Lobo, Inc., as a major subcontractor to Analytical Services &
Materials, Inc. (AS&M), was awarded the Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART) contract in Technical Track
A, “Advanced Materials and Structural Systems Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics” and Task C, “Entry, Descent, and
Landing” (EDL).

Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics Task orders issued against this contract will range in maturity from
basic research supporting tools and technology development,
 Configuration Aerodynamics
through integrated technology demonstrations, potentially to in Advanced Configurations
clude flight demonstrations.
 Integration & Interaction of Aircraft
Components
Contact Information:
 Computational Modeling & Simulation
Contract
Number: #NNL14ZB1001R
 Flow Physics and Control
 Aerothermodynamics
BAART Contracting Officer (CO):
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
 Hypersonic Airbreathing Propulsion
Octavia Hicks
Tony Skaff
 Vehicle Noise Prediction & Control
Mail Stop 012
Director, Technology and Technical
 Model Systems
NASA LaRC
Services
Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
 EDL Concept Development
 Enabling Technologies for EDL
 Analysis and Testing
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Hampton, VA 23681-2199
(757) 864-8510
Octavia.l.hicks@nasa.gov
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Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack
New Additions to the Pack

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Business Manager

RTES

Electrician

ATOM

Instrumentation Technician V
Instrumentation Technician V

AVAL
AVAL

Accounting Administrative Clerk
Business Development Representative
Human Resource Assistant

Corp-Fremont
Corp-Milan
Corp-Milan

Engineering Technician IV
Engineering Technician I
Administrative Assistant II
Structural Dynamics SME

ETIS
ETIS
ETIS
ETIS

Juan M. Morales
David M. DeVera

Senior Mechanical Designer
Structural Analyst

MEDALS
MEDALS

Tod S. Rosenthal

Mechanical Engineering Technician

OMES

Engineer III-Safety
Engineer III - Project Manager
Mechanical Engineer
Engineer III - Software Quality
Support Specialist IV - SME

TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC

Angelee V. Newman
Joshua Kaufmann

Ross Kosins
Michael Nichols
Jennifer DeRan
Claude V. Chacon
Tyler S. Solgot
Paul Andrew Trevey
Brian M. Feaga
Kiona J. Cooper
Daniel B. Worth

William E.R. Di Meo
Chirstopher Miller
Michael Macina
Jon Redinger
Hans U. Mack
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reach Back
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
Thermal and structural design simulation, and analysis
Cryogenics, fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transfer, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. engineering, manufacturing, and test facility includes a Class 100,000
clean room assembly area, secure research lab, machine shop, and state-of-the-art IT
infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex; the
Sierra Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High and low speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, D electrical classification
■
■

Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development
and integration

Regional Offices
Corporate Office
102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Pasadena Office

465 North Halstead Street - Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

Huntsville Office

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

315 Wynn Drive - Suite 3
Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 256-895-9112
Fax: 256-489-0942

Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Hampton Office

100 Exploration Way - Suite 320
Hampton, VA 23666
Phone: 757-251-2224
Fax: 757-251-2660

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) employs more than 500 high-achieving,
dedicated engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. SLI is a HispanicAmerican-owned, small disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. SLI is also a winner of two R&D 100
Awards for development of advanced technologies. Sierra Lobo received certification
to the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, SLI is
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing, to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed SLI a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®
-DEV) Capability Level 2 fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have
a strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient
creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
We are known by the tracks we leave...
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